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A: You need to install the
RealFlight InterLink driver.
It should be a basic plug-andplay install, and the driver
will try and download itself
automatically. If not it will be
in the device manager under
the "unrecognized devices"
section. Q: Case insensitive
searching in ElasticSearch
Using ElasticSearch I want to
be able to perform case
insensitive search queries.
Currently I use: GET items/d
ocument/_search?q=*i* for
searching my Index. But this
is not case insensitive search,
it only "blows up" words like
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q=*i* q=*I* q=*H* And case
in my query affects only
query text. Is there any way
to get case insensitive search
in ElasticSearch? A: No,
there is no way to support
case insensitive searching
with a prefix match query, I
suggest to filter out the case
in your application. If your
data is some text, an
appropriate suggester query
would be: POST /items/docu
ment/_suggest?suggest=true&
q=*:*&suggester=ik_max_le
ngth&include_sort=true for a
short, case insensitive match,
the best would be to use a
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spellcheck suggester query.
POST /items/document/_sug
gest?suggest=true&q=*:*&su
ggester=srch_lc&include_sort
=true This would enable you
to filter out case sensitive
spelling mistakes. Q: Can you
use 2 different sips of cereals
in the same recipe? I have a
recipe, with different grain
sips, that I cook in the same
pan. I know that I can add
two different grains to the
same pan, but is this safe? I
mean, can I use 2 different
sips and still be safe? Or will
I get a problem from it? A:
The safety issues are pretty
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obvious: Putting 2 different
grains in the same pan is
asking for trouble. To get a
reasonable amount of grain in
the finished product, you
need to switch the grain early
on. Giving it a quick switchup means that you have the
chance to watch the entire
process and see what's
happening with an open eye. I
would not attempt to do this
with 1 type of grain; I would
not attempt 570a42141b
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